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NGC 1261 (RA 03h12m15:s3, DEC �55Æ1300100, J2000) is a distant (RGC = 18:2 kp;Harris, 1996) globular luster with an intermediate metalliity ([Fe=H℄ = �1:35) andhorizontal branh (HB) morphology not unlike NGC 1851's, with evidene of an HBbimodality | i.e., with fewer known RR Lyrae variables than either red HB or blue HBstars (Ferraro et al., 1993).The RR Lyrae population in the luster was disovered in photographi studies byLaborde & Fourade (1966), Bartolini et al. (1971), Wehlau & Demers (1977), and Wehlauet al. (1977). To the best of our knowledge, no CCD study takling the variable starpopulations in this luster has ever appeared in the literature. In the present note, wereport on the disovery of additional variable stars in the luster. This work is part of alarger e�ort to bring to light the variable star population properties of several globularlusters that have not been properly investigated with modern CCD images (Catelan etal., 2006).The luster images were obtained using the Danish 1.54-m telesope at La Silla, Chile,from September 17 to September 22, 2005. The 2048 � 2048 RINGO CCD was used.Given its 0:00395 pixels, the total observed �eld was 13:05 � 13:05. The time series dataonsist in 104 B; V pairs, with typial exposure times of 100 se in B and 35 se in V .Here we report the results based on the B data only.To searh for variability in our data, we have adopted the image subtration tehnique(ISIS v2.1; Alard, 2000). In reent years, this tehnique has provided the most powerfultools for �nding variable stars in rowded regions without the need of large apertures(e.g., Oleh et al., 1999; Contreras et al., 2005). Its main drawbak is the diÆulty toreliably transform relative uxes into alibrated magnitudes, and even to derive auratepulsation amplitudes (Corwin et al., 2006, and referenes therein).Making use of ISIS we were able to re-disover 19 out of the 21 variables listed inthe Clement et al. (2001) atalog, on�rming the non-variability of V1 already noted byWehlau & Demers (1977), but not �nding any variability for V18. The latter appearsrather surprising, given that Wehlau et al. (1977) found a very preise period (P =
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0:33653 d) for V18. However, taking the original data for V18 from Table 1 in Wehlau et al.(1977), we do not �nd any period that phases the data orretly (Fig. 1). Considering thatthe position of this variable is only 2500 from the luster enter, and that the magnitudesof Wehlau et al. (1977) were derived by eye, we are on�dent to disard it as an RR Lyraestar. In the ase of V19, Wehlau et al. (1977) do not give a period; we estimate it to benear 0.653 d. For the rest of the known variables we agree with the periods listed in theClement et al. (2001) atalog.

Figure 1. Light urve of V18, using data from Wehlau et al. (1977), with a period of 0.33653 d
Also we have found nine new variables of di�erent types: one long period variable(LPV), three SX Phoeniis and �ve RR Lyrae stars (3 RR and 2 RRab). The loation,lassi�ation and tentative periods for these new variables are given in Table 1. In thistable, the x and y oordinates are in arseonds with respet to the luster enter, asgiven in the online Clement et al. (2001) atalog. Also a �nding hart with all the newvariables an be seen in Figure 2.Due to the relatively small time overage, it is not possible to give an estimate of theperiod of V23. For the RR Lyrae stars we think periods are good only up to the third
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Figure 2. Finding hart for the innermost variable stars in NGC 1261. The �eld size is approximately30 � 20. North is up and East to the left

Table 1: Loations and tentative periods for new variable stars in NGC 1261Variable x (00) y (00) Period (d) TypeV22 4:1 �41:3 0.302 RRV23 �2:3 15:9 { LPVV24 �13:1 �37:8 0.626 RRabV25 11:2 94:3 0.0535 SX PheV26 9:5 12:9 0.0799 SX PheV27 �11:6 �9:5 0.341 RRV28 �20:9 �3:6 0.287 RRV29 �25:3 �23:4 0.593 RRabV30 4:9 3:0 0.0591 SX Phe
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Figure 3. B-band di�erential light urves for previously known variable stars in NGC 1261
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Figure 4. B-band di�erential light urves for the known variables V19, V20 and V21; and for all thenewly identi�ed variables. Note that the light urves of V15 and V23 are not phased
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deimal plae, and for the SX Phe variables we an determine periods to four signi�ant�gures.With our new disoveries, and assuming the new RR Lyrae stars to be luster members,the value of hPabi hanges slightly with respet to Wehlau et al. (1977), from 0.555 d to0.568 d, and N=(N + Nab) hanges from 0.26 to 0.30. In addition, one �nds hPi =0:319 d, Pminab = 0:49286 d, and Pmax = 0:341 d. These results do not hange NGC 1261'slassi�ation as an Oosterho� type I luster.Aknowledgements. We thank R. Leiton for helping us with the data transfer fromConepi�on to Santiago. R.S. aknowledges support by a CONICYT Dotoral Fellowship.M.C. aknowledges support by Proyeto FONDECYT Regular No. 1030954. H.A.S. a-knowledges the NSF for support under grant AST 02-05813.
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